BETH BARKER: THE WOMAN
B E H I N D B E TA M U M M Y
BY JULIA BULL AS

Beth and her first son, William, at a few weeks old. Photo credit: Beth Barker

J

ulia is a freelance journalist and mother
of a 15-month-old boy. She finds Beth
Barker’s cartoons a form of much-needed
light relief as she juggles work with
childcare. She wanted to tell Beth’s story so other
mothers could stop putting themselves down
and learn to enjoy motherhood, warts and all.
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When Beth Barker’s marriage broke down,
she started drawing cartoons lampooning the
myth of motherhood perfection to relieve her
anxious mind. Her drawings parodying a Beta
Mummy’s daily parenting challenges compared
to an Alpha Mummy’s calm control offer her
the creative release she needs when juggling
her two children and work as a civil engineer.
With a following of 10k on Facebook her
light hearted cartoons about a Beta Mummy’s
desperate attempts to sleep train her children,
wean them or simply get them to brush their
teeth, are connecting with other mums keen to
find humour in the low points of parenting.
“I started Beta Mummy three years
ago when my marriage ended, and I had
a three-year-old and one-year-old,” Beth
says. “The evenings I would find hard; I’d
struggle to sit down and watch TV as that’s
what we used to do together. I just felt
lonely. My friend suggested I be creative
as a bit of therapy so I started drawing.
My first doodle was about the expectation
versus reality of baking with children, and
from there Beta Mummy was born.”
After the traumatic birth of her first son
William in June 2012, Beth was never formally
diagnosed with PND but does feel she
suffered a deep depression. “It was the perfect
pregnancy, but my labour lasted three days
and eventually I had an emergency caesarean.
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I then had post pre-eclampsia and I was
put on lots of drugs. It was really horrific. I
thought I was going to die. I can remember
looking over and seeing my husband with
my baby as I lay on the bed with an oxygen
mask on and thinking that I’d never see my
baby again. It was a good six months where
I just felt so depressed and after that the fog
lifted. I look back on it and I can see how
vulnerable I was. I think that gives me more
empathy and helps me relate to others in a
similar situation. To those people suffering,
I’d say: ‘It’s okay, it’s okay to feel so crap.”
In 2014 she had her son Teddy by vaginal
delivery, but she and her husband split
up about a year later. It was then that she
turned to art as therapy. Her most popular
post to date has been on Beta Mummy’s
dread of a cervical smear - the doodle
won attention on national media and
helped encourage others to book theirs.
But her everyday drawings of a bewildered
Beta Mummy struggling with swimming
lessons, dinner times and health visitors are
what draw frequent comments from fellow
mums. One fan said on her Facebook page:
“Beta Mummy is relatable; it’s what real
motherhood looks like to so many mums.
It’s honest and spot on and a reminder
that we’re all in it together, that we’re not
the only one struggling, that sometimes
parenthood is really hard but that’s ok.”
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Clinical hynotherapist Catherine Swatridge
told Motherdom she prescribed Beta Mummy
to her female clients with children to help
them with their low self-esteem. She said:
“In modern life there is so much pressure on
parents, especially mothers to be perfect…
This results in many women feeling like
failures before their child is even a week old.
This is exacerbated by social media. Beta
Mummy is brilliant for breaking down that
façade and helping mothers to feel normal.”
“What I do polarises alpha and beta
mummies; I just like to make people laugh
about it,” Beth says. “Alpha Mummy is the
perfect earth mum who always looks good; she
revolves around her kids who are pristinely
dressed, she never forgets her kids lunch box
or PE kit, she may or may not have a job it’s just that it doesn’t interfere with family
life and she never shouts. Beta Mummy is
the complete opposite; she is always a bit
stressed, she’s the kind of person that has
mismatched shoes, is a bit of a state and
constantly wondering ‘is it time for wine?’.”

Beth is conscious that, despite her depictions
of alpha and beta mummies being obvious
caricatures, they could be perceived as pitting
mums against each other or making parenting
quantifiable - something to be measured in
terms of success or failure. “I think the reality
is parenting brings challenges to us all and
we’re in it together,” says Beth. “Looks can
be deceiving, even alpha mummies struggle.
I believe we are all on the spectrum and
there’s no true Alpha Mummy and no true
Beta Mummy, but we all lie somewhere in
between. One minute you may think you
are acing being an Alpha Mummy, the next
minute you are cleaning up poo from the
carpet.” On her blog, Beth uses that point
to discuss how PND can affect any mum, no
matter how they appear, and encourages all
mums to be there for each other. “If you know
someone who you suspect might not be 100%
fine, talk to them.” she says. “Tell them that
it’s okay not to be okay. Be their friend.”
www.betamummy.co.uk
@betamum on Facebook
@betamummy on Instagram

MEMBERS OF MOTHERDOM’S EDITORIAL BOARD
D R E M M A S VA N B E R G A N D D R R E B E C C A M O O R E
“Beth felt she suffered from depression after her traumatic birth. Many women do experience
postnatal depression but may also have symptoms of post traumatic stress after birth. It is common
to experience both depression and symptoms of trauma after a difficult birth. Do take a look at
the Make Birth Better website, and the Birth Trauma Association, if you’d like more information.”
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